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QUESTION BANK

DEPARTMECNT OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

SUBJECT;,VEHICLE BODY ENGINEERING

UNIT I

PART A

1. What is the importance of downward visibility ?(NOv 2012)
2. Indicate the silent features of limousine with a neat sketch. (NOv 2012)
3. Write the classification of car bodies.(Jun2012)
4. draw the layout of four door saloon and also specify its salient features. .(Jun2012)
5. List out the importance of Vehicle Body Engineering. (DEC 2010.)
6. What is meant by compactness of driver's cab?(DEC 2010.) (DEC 2010.)
7. List out the importance of vehicle body design. (Dec 2007)
8. How forward visibility of a vehicle can be measured? (Dec 2007)
9. What is the necessity of vehicle body engineering? (DEC 2008 )
10. How forward visibility of a vehicle can be improved? (DEC 2008 )
11. . Sketch the layout of an estate car. (DEC2009 )
12. State the function of 'B-C' post. (DEC2009 )

PART B
1. Explain in details the construction of car body with neat sketches. (NOv 2012)
2, discuss the methods of improving downward, forward and rearward visibility of car

with relevant sketches. (NOv 2012)
3,i) what are visibility regulations?                                                  (4)

(ii) Discuss the different methods of improving visibility.      (12) .(Jun2012)
4, (i) Briefly   explain the safety design aspects of a car. (4)

(ii) Explain any three safety gadgets used in a car.                  (12) .(Jun2012)
5. explain in details various methods if improving visibility with a neat sketch.
6.   Describe in detail the usage of safety equipments in cars.
7.) Explain various safety design aspects of a vehicle. (8) (DEC 2010.)
8.) Explain the classification of passenger cars with sketches. (8) (DEC 2010.)



9.) With sketches explain how visibility and space can be improved in a car. (8) (DEC 2010.)
10) Explain the coristruction of a passenger car. (DEC 2010.) (8)
11)How forward &downward and rearward visibility of a car can be improved? (6) (Dec

2007)
12) Explain the safety features incorporated in a vehicle.(10) (Dec 2007)
13)Briefly explain the construction of bonnet and boot lid.(6) (Dec 2007)
14)Explain the construction of a car body.(10) (Dec 2007)
15)Explain the · classification of passenger car bodies with neat sketches. (8) (DEC 2008 )
16) Briefly explain various safety equipments that . are being  incorporated in a vehicle. (8)
(DEC 2008 )
17 ) Explain how forward visibility of a vehicle can be measured in a laboratory.  (8) (DEC
2008 )
18) Explain the construction of a passenger car. (8) (DEC 2008 )
19) Explain in detail the various methods of improving visibility with a neat sketch.
(DEC2009 )
20) Describe in detail the usage of safety equipments in cars. (DEC2009 )
21) What do you understand by safety sandwitch construction and crossable zone? (JUNE
2006. )
22) Describe with neat sketches various safety, equipments used in passenger car.  What is
ergonomics of Driver's seat design(6) (JUNE 2006. )
23)Indicate the important dimensions of passenger car driver's seat  with a sketch.(10)
(JUNE 2006. )

UNIT II

PART A

1. List out the various forms of drag(NOv 2012)
2. Give the classification of wind tunnel based on the application (NOv 2012)
3. Define drag force. .(Jun2012)
4. What are different flow visualization techniques? .(Jun2012)
5. Define the term yawing.
6. List out the various flow visualization methods
7. Define : Body sill, Quarter light, Scuttle panel and Drip moulding. (DEC 2010.)
8. . What do you mean by crash test on full scale model?(DEC 2010.)



9. Differentiate a Limousine with that of an Estate car. (Dec 2007)
10. Define and identify: sill panel, cant panel, scuttle panel and rain gutter. (Dec 2007)
11. Indicate the seating dimensions of a passenger car. (DEC 2008 )
12. What are the initial tests that are being carried out in a prototype model? (DEC 2008 )
13. Define the term yawing. (DEC2009 )
14. List out the yarious flow visualization methods. (DEC2009 )

PART B
1. explain the effect and control of lift , rolling moment and pitching moment on vehicle body

design (NOv 2012)
2. With a neat sketch explain  the construction and operation of a low speed wind

tunnel. (NOv 2012)
3. (i) discuss the various types of drag force and its contribution towards the overall drag force .

(12)
(ii) How does the rolling moment caused?    (4) .(Jun2012)

4.(i)Explain the constructional and operational details of wind tunnel. (12)
(ii) How do you optimize the front end of vehicle for minimum drag?        (4) .(Jun2012)

5.Explain the various body optimization techniques for minimum drag.
6. With a neat sketch explain the construction and working of a low speed wind tunnel.
7.) What are the various aerodynamic forces and moments that act on a car body illustrate
with equations? Explain. (DEC 2010.) (6)
8.) Explain the various optimization techniques that are being used for reducing the drag of a
car. (DEC 2010.) (10)
9.) Explain the effects and control of lift, pitching moment and yawing moment of a vehicle. (8)
(DEC 2010.)
10) What is a Wind tunnel?Explain flow visualization techniques that are being carried out
using wind tunnel. (8) (DEC 2010.)
11)Briefly illustrate various types of aerodynamic drags that act on a vehicle body. (6) (Dec
2007)
12) Explain how optimization technique can be used for minimizing the drag due to fore body
and front windscreen. (Dec 2007) (10)
13) What is meant by Wind tunnel and how are they being classified? (Dec 2007)
14 ) Explain how flow visualization technique can be carried out in a wind tunnel. (Dec 2007)
(10)
15) What are the various forces and moments that act on a car body, illustrate with relevant
equations? (6)
16 ) Explain how optimization technique can be used for reducing the drag due to forebody
and front windscreen of a car. (10) (DEC 2008 )



17) What is meant by Wind Tunnel? How the wind tunnels are being classified? (6) (DEC 2008 )
18) Explain the various body optimization techniques for minimum drag. (DEC2009 )
19) With a neat sketch explain the construction and working of a low speed  wind tunnel.
(DEC2009 )
20) Explain in detail the construction of car body with sketches for the cross  section at four
places. (JUNE 2006. )
21) What is optimization with respect to body shape? Indicate the drag  values for different
optimized shapes of car bodies with respect to front and rear end. (JUNE 2006. )
22)Explain in brief the different types of Drag forces. (JUNE 2006. )
23)What are the effect, of various forces and moments? (JUNE 2006. )

UNIT III

PART A

1. What are the possible locations of engine in a bus body layout? (NOv 2012)
2. How does the exit and entrance location influence the bus body layout? (NOv 2012)
3. What do you mean by double skin construction? .(Jun2012)
4. What is the influence of the floor height in the bus body layout? .(Jun2012)
5. What are the advantages of two level single deck bus?
6. Name the types of metal sections used in body construction.
7. What are the various drag forces that act on vehicle body?(DEC 2010.)
8. With sketches indicate various types of metal sections that are being used in the

construction of bus body frames. (DEC 2010.)
9. What are the various forces and moments that act on a vehicle body illustrate with

relevant equations? (Dec 2007)
10. Differentiate a double decker bus with that of an articulated bus. (Dec 2007)
11. Define and identify cant panel, back light, scuttle panel and sill panel. (DEC 2008 )
12. What ase the objectives of Vehicle aerodynamics? (DEC 2008 )
13. What are the advantages of two-level single deck bus? (DEC2009 )
14. Name the types of metal sections used in body construction. (DEC2009 )

PART B
1. Explain in detail the influence of engine, entrance and exit location in bus body design with

relevant sketches. (NOv 2012)
2 .(i)discuss the usage of different metal sections in body construction( 8)(NOv 2012)

(ii) Compare integral and conventional body construction .(8)



3.( i)how des the entrance and exit location influences the bus body layout?(4 )
(ii) Discuss the different types of metal sections used un a bus body layout?(12) .(Jun2012)

4.(i) Explain the constructional details of s conventional bus body.  (12)
(ii) mention the advantage of integral bus body (4) .(Jun2012)

5.List out the points to be considered while designing a driver’s seat.
6.Explain the integral type of bus body construction with a neat sketch.
7) Explain the design and construction of Integral bus. (10) (DEC 2010.)
8 ) Compare the test results of an integral bus with that of  conventional bus. (6) (DEC 2010.)
9) Write a note on floor height, engine and exit location. (6) (DEC 2010.)
10) Explain the classification . of bus bodies with sketches wherever necessary. (10) (DEC
2010.)
11) What are the different types of metal sections that are being used  in bus body
construction? (6) (Dec 2007)
12) Explain various types of bus bodies with relevant sketches. (10) (Dec 2007)
13) Explain the classification of bus bodies based on distance traveled by them. (Dec 2007) (6)
14) Explain the construction of Integral bus.(10) (Dec 2007)
15) Write a note on floor height and engine location in the case of bus body construction. (6)
(DEC 2008 )
16) Explain the classification of bus bodies with sketches wherever necessary. (10) (DEC 2008 )
17) Classify the bus bodies based of capacity.(6) (DEC 2008 )
18) Explain the design and construction of an integral bus. (10) (DEC 2008 )
19)Explain the painting process carried out on a new car with sketches. (10) (DEC 2008 )
20) Explain various types of corrosion that act on a vehicle. (8) (DEC 2008 )
21) What is meant by body trim? Briefly explain various trim items used in a car. (8) (DEC 2008)
22) List out the points to he considered while designing a driver's seat. (DEC2009 )
23) Explain the integral type.of bus body construction with a neat sketch. (DEC2009 )
24)Indicate the step-by-step procedure in bus body construction.(12)
25)Sketch the different metal sections used in bus body construction.(4) (JUNE 2006. )
26)What is double skin construction of Bus bodies?
27)What are body construction regulations?(6) (JUNE 2006. )

UNIT IV

PART A

1. Indicate the seating dimensions for the driver of tanker body. (NOv 2012)
2. What are the salient features of FRP? (NOv 2012)



3. State the different types of tipping mechanism used in tipper body. .(Jun2012)
4. Draw the layout the driver seat of a forward control vehicle. .(Jun2012)
5. Write the classification of light commercial vehicle bodies.
6. What are draw bar trailer?
7. With a sketch indicate bus body regulation. (DEC 2010.)
8. Differentiate a drop side commercial vehicle from that of a fixed side vehicle. (DEC

2010.)
9. Write a note on entrance and exit locations of a bus. (Dec 2007)
10. Indicate the seating dimensions of a normal control vehicle. (Dec 2007)
11. What are the various aerodynamic drags that act on a vehicle? (DEC 2008 )
12. With a sketch illustrate bus body regulations. (DEC 2008 )
13. Write the classification of light commercial vehicle bodies. (DEC2009 )
14. What are draw bar trailers? (DEC2009 )

PART B
1. (i) explain the factors to be considered in designing the  drivers seat.  (10) (NOv 2012)
. (ii) Explain the compactness of drivers cab.(6)
2.(i) discuss the factors to be considered in designing the drivers seat. (10) (NOv 2012)
, (ii) Explain the compactness  of drivers cab (6) (NOv 2012)

3.(i)  explain the constructional details of a tanker body.                       (12)
(ii) Mention the different types of a commercial vehicle body (4)

4.(i) list out the factors to be considered for designing a drivers seat (12)
(ii) Briefly explain about the segmental design of drivers cub           (4)

5.Explain  the important aspects of tanker body construction
6.Discuss  in detail the compactness of driver’s cab and segmental design of cab.
7) Indicate the seating dimensions for the driver of a passenger car and heavy forward vehicle.

( 6) (DEC 2010.)
8) What are the parameters to be considered· in designing the driver's seat? Explain. (10) (DEC
2010.)

9) Explain. the classificationof' LH'Vs with sketches. (DEC 2010.) (16)
10) Explain the classification of LCVs with sketches. (7) (Dec 2007)
11) Explain various parameters to be considered Ill designing the driver's seat. (9) (Dec 2007)
12) Explain compactness of driver's cab. (6) (Dec 2007)
13)Explain the construction of Tanker body. (10) (Dec 2007)
14) With a graph illustrate the effect of the inclination of steering column and height of driver's
seat on the force exerted by the driver  on driving controls. (6) (DEC 2008 )

15) Explain various factors to be considered in the design of driver's seat. (10) (DEC 2008 )
16) What is meant by compactness of driver's cab? . (6) (DEC 2008 )
17) Explain the construction of a Tipperbody with relevant sketch. (10) (DEC 2008 )



18) Explain the important aspects of tanker body construction, (DEC2009 )
19) Discuss in detail the compactness of driver's cab and segmental design 'of cab. (DEC2009 )
20)What are the factors to be considered in driver's seat design? (JUNE 2006. )

UNIT  V

PART A

1. List out the major factors to be considered in a tipper body design.( NOv 2012)
2. List out the body trims items. (NOv 2012)
3. What are the salient features if GRP? .(Jun2012)
4. List out the body trim items. .(Jun2012)
5. State the advantages of GRP.
6. Mention briefly about priming in painting process.
7. How is the load carrying body of a Tipper actuated?(DEC 2010.)
8. Indicate the properties and uses of GRP as vehicle body material. (DEC 2010.)
9. Indicate the suitability of timber and GRP as body material. (Dec 2007)
10. How the inclination of the steering column varies the force applied by the driver on

steering? (Dec 2007)
11. What are the different type of metal sections that are being used in bus body

construction? (DEC 2008 )
12. With a sketch illustrate a typical Window winding mechanism. (DEC 2008 )
13. State .the advantages of GRP. (DEC2009 )
14. Mention briefly about priming in painting process. (DEC2009 )

PART B
1. list out the different types of vehicle body corrosion and explain the step by step procedure

of vehicle body painting process(NOv 2012)
2. With a neat diagram explain the construction and working of door lock and window winding

mechanism (NOv 2012)
3.(i)explain the usage of timber in vehicle body construction.                 (12)

(ii)list out the desirable properties of plastic. (4) .(Jun2012)
4.(i)discuss in detail selection of paint (4)

(ii) Explain the various anti corrosion methods (12) .(Jun2012)
5. Explain the usage of various types of glass and rubber in vehicle body construction
6.Describe the painting process to be carried out in vehicle body construction with a schematic

representation.



7.) Explain modern painting process that are being carried out for a new car with relevant
sketches. (DEC 2010.)

8.) Explain the properties and uses of various materials that are being commonly used in the
construction of vehicle bodies. (DEC 2010.)

9.)I)What are the different types of body corrosion? (6) (Dec 2007)
ii) Briefly explain modern painting process of a car. (10) (Dec 2007)

10)Write note on :
(i)Body trim and upholstery,
(ii)Crash tests on full-scale model. (Dec 2007)

11)Briefly explain the properties and uses of sheet steel, timber and GRP as vehicle body
materials. (6) (DEC 2008 )

12) Explain the usage of various types of glass and rubber in vehicle body construction.
(DEC2009 )

13) Describe the painting process to be carried out in vehicle body  construction with a
schematicrepresentation. (DEC2009 ) )With a sketch, explain the construction of a tipping
body. (JUNE 2006. )

14)Compare the properties of plastic withmetal with respect to vehicle  body manufacturing.
(6)

15) Explain a procedure for painting of car bodies.(10) (JUNE 2006. )


